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The important role of software in activity of major concern comes into question. It is 
shown that introduction to practice of the automated integrated systems of account, 
control and audit and distributed systems of the data processing allows complex to decide 
tasks not only on an account but also to the control, analysis and audit. 

For perfection of management by an enterprise it is necessary to use new methods of 
management and modern hardware’s of construction of different informative systems. 

Introduction to practice of the automated integrated systems of account, control and 
audit and distributed systems of the data processing allows complex to decide tasks not 
only on an account but also to the control, analysis and audit. By such systems it is 
possible to carry out estimation of the actual state of enterprise, and also forecast and 
design the administrative decisions. 

Owners analyze financial statements for the increase of return on equity, providing of 
stability of firm. Creditors and investors analyze financial statements, to minimize the 
risks on loans and holdings. It is possible firmly to speak that quality made decisions 
wholly depends on drafting of exact picture of activity of acceptance, quality of analytical 
its ground and further acceptance of correct decision. 

About financial activity of business partner an accounting control is a basic 
information generator. Accounting of enterprise in a market economy is based on 
generalization of information of financial account and is an informative link binding an 
enterprise to society and business partners - users of information about activity of 
enterprise. 

A balance sheet is a report about the financial state, which describes prospects and 
sizes of assets, and also obligation compensating them in relation to creditors and 
proprietors. 

To make decisions on the management in area of production, sale, finances, 
investments and innovations to guidance permanent business knowledge on the proper 
questions is needed, which is the result of selection, analysis, estimations and 
concentration of initial raw information. 

The financial reporting contains information about the realized products, supplies of 
the prepared products and commodities, about the state 

economic facilities and sources of their forming, about the financial job performances 
of enterprise. 

Programmatic occupies providing in present time the most important role in activity of 
major concern. His development grew into industry which develops on own, strictly 
certain laws. 

That appears ahead, who will manage not only to define faithful direction of 
development but also will create the most effective and comfortable for an user appendix. 

The program allows controlling activity of enterprise on production of goods, 
financially-economic activity, produces data analysis with construction of the graphs, 
gives bases for acceptance of administrative decision. 

Cases are not uncommon, when the users of the same computer create and draw in the 
programs on different data sets, containing similar information. Sometimes it is related to 
that an user does not know (or did not want to know) that in a neighboring room or an 
employee which already a long ago entered necessary information in computer sits at the 
neighboring table. More frequent because there is mass of problems at sharing of the same 
information. 

With appearance of local networks, by connecting of such networks to the Internet, by 
creation of internal constraint, possibility appears from any workplace of organization to 
get access to the informative resource of networks. However, there are problems related to 
the requirement to homogeneity of workplaces at an attempt to use existing to DB, by the 
strongest traffic in networks, load of file server and impossibility of remote work. 
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